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The nonlinear, or null gravitational memory effect for zoom-whirl orbits around fast spinning Kerr
black holes for extreme mass ratio systems has a staircase structure. The latter is characterized by
a periodic fast increase in the memory during the whirl phases of the orbit, and near constant levels
when the orbit is near apoapsis. We study the contribution of different spherical harmonic modes
to this effect, and discuss the relative importance thereof. Because the hereditary memory effect
increases in magnitude linearly in the number of periapsis passages on a dynamical time scale, while
the oscillatory parent gravitational waves are sourced by an orbit that evolves on a much longer
radiation reaction time scale, the magnitude of the former relative to the latter increases with time.
We also consider orphan memory and the memory effect for extreme mass ratio inspirals. We then
discuss the prospect of detection with the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA).
I. INTRODUCTION
After a gravitational wave passes through a freely
falling detector, the latter does not return to its former
configuration, but instead maintains a persistent mem-
ory of the gravitational wave. There are two kinds of
gravitational memory effects, arising from (i) waves that
do not reach future null infinity I + (regular memory,
linear memory), and which arise from a change in the
second time derivative of the quadrupole moment of the
source, e.g., in the gravitational scattering of compact
objects [1–4], and (ii) waves that reach future null infin-
ity I + (null memory, nonlinear memory, Christodoulou
memory), which are caused by the effective stress-energy
of gravitational waves [5, 6] (or that of massless particles
such as neutrinos [7, 8]) acting as a source for additional
gravitational waves.
The null memory effect is interesting from several
points of view, specifically the nonlinear property of be-
ing gravitational waves sourced by gravitational waves,
being a non-oscillatory effect, and being a hereditary ef-
fect that depends on the entire past history of the source.
The memory effect can also provide information on the
source that adds to the information obtained from the
oscillatory parent gravitational waves, and can also add
to the understanding of symmetries in General Relativ-
ity [9]. Nevertheless, the gravitational memory effect has
not been observed yet in gravitational wave experiments.
A number of factors limit the prospects for the de-
tection of the memory effect with terrestrial detectors,
specifically the low frequencies associated with the char-
acteristic rise time of the memory, and the forces that
push the proof masses of terrestrial interferometric de-
tectors back to their equilibrium position after the wave
has passed [10] (see, however, [11].) Space-borne freely
falling detectors such as the Laser Interferometer Space
Antenna (LISA) do not share these limitations and there-
fore provide an interesting laboratory for the possible de-
tection of gravitational wave memory. The different types
of memory effect observables are listed in [12].
Because the magnitude of the memory effect for a
single binary coalescence (such as GW150914) is rather
small, and much smaller than the oscillatory parent grav-
itational wave, it is unlikely to be found in an experiment
[11, 13]. A single merger can potentially be detected with
LISA for coalescing two supermassive black holes [14].
However, the prospects of detecting the memory effect
become much better when considering a population of
mergers, because the signal-to-noise ratio increases with
the square root of the population size [11].
A natural laboratory for measuring the regular mem-
ory effect for a different LISA source is the zoom-whirl
orbits of extreme mass ratio systems [15]. Zoom-whirl
orbits are high eccentricity orbits around a rapidly rotat-
ing Kerr black hole, such that the semilatus rectum p is
close in value to that of the separatrix of stable bound
orbits ps, i.e., p ≈ ps. In zoom-whirl orbits the smaller
compact object in an extreme mass ratio binary system
“zooms in” from apoapsis, and near periapsis it com-
pletes a number of circular orbits, also known as whirls,
before “zooming out” again towards apoapsis.
When the compact object is in the whirl phase of its
motion it emits strong gravitational waves, and specifi-
cally strong memory signals. As it moves in the zoom
phases, and specifically close to apoapsis, the emission of
either is much weaker because of the high eccentricity of
the orbit. The hereditary memory effect therefore, when
plotted as a function of time at a distant detector, has
an appearance reminiscent of that of a staircase: When
the smaller member of the binary is far from periapsis
there is little contribution to the memory effect, and the
memory retains a roughly constant, or flat value. When
it is in the whirl phase of the orbit there is a rapid in-
crease in the memory, analogous to the vertical rise part
of a staircase. As the system continues to move more and
more steps of the staircase are added to the signal.
The memory effect of zoom-whirl orbits continues to
increase in amplitude with each periapsis passage. On
the other hand, the oscillatory parent gravitational waves
do not (on a dynamical time scale, which is much shorter
than the radiation reaction time scale). The memory
effect becomes gradually more and more important, as
2its ratio to the oscillatory gravitational waves increases.
This effect makes the memory of zoom-whirl orbits of
interest in the search for the observation of the memory.
A memory effect with a shape of a staircase resembles
a series of step functions when the rise time is short. For
a single short burst of gravitational waves the memory
effect can be approximated by a Heaviside step function.
In that limit the amplitude spectral density is inversely
proportional to the frequency f [14, 16], and the power
spectral density of the memory signal is inversely propor-
tional to f2. The memory effect is a low frequency effect,
and therefore its relative contribution is greater at lower
frequencies than at higher frequencies. This property
may play a role in its identification and measurement.
The characteristic strain is consequently independent of
the frequency. With finite rise times the memory char-
acteristic strain depends only weakly on the frequency.
For zoom-whirl orbits the staircase-like signal, being
the sum of approximate step functions, also has am-
plitude spectral density proportional to f−1, the power
spectral density is proportional to N2/f2, where N is
the number of periapsis passages, and the characteris-
tic strain is again independent of the frequency and is
proportional to N , in the low frequency approximation.
When the characteristic strain of the oscillatory par-
ent wave has higher frequencies (say, because of lower
masses) and lies outside the good sensitivity band of the
detector, the memory remains mostly unchanged, and
could become an orphan memory: a detectable memory
signal without the associated parent wave [17].
The organization of this Paper is as follows. In Section
II we describe the model we use to approximate the com-
putation of the null memory effect, and in Section III we
describe our numerical approach. We discuss our results
for zoom-whirl orbits in Section IV, where we first discuss
the quadrupole modes, then azimuthal modes. We next
compare the magnitude of different mode, and finally or-
phan memory. We discuss inspiral orbits in Section V,
and make concluding remarks in Section VI.
II. MODELING THE MEMORY EFFECT
A number of approximations have been offered to
model the memory effect. In most cases there are small
differences in the amplitude of the memory effect, de-
pending on the choice of the model. Common mod-
els that appear in the literature are (i) the quadrupole
approximation, which only considers the ℓ,m = 2, 2
spherical harmonic mode [18]; (ii) the minimal waveform
model, which is an analytical approximation based on
the post-Newtonian expansion and the effective-one-body
model [18]; (iii) the higher mode model, in which spher-
ical harmonic modes up to ℓ = 4 are included [19]; and
(iv) the quadrupole kludge model, which uses detector-
adapted coordinates to simplify angular integrals, and
makes an assumption about the Isaacson stress-energy
[13]. It was shown in [20] that the kludge approach leads
in the quadrupole approximation (the ℓ,m = 2, 2 mode)
to a memory amplitude which is roughly half of that
which is obtained in the other models, and contained a
small oscillatory term.
In view of the simplicity of the integration to find the
memory effect with the kludge model, and in order to
show the potential importance of the memory effect for
zoom-whirl orbits, we model the memory effect using the
kludge model. For more precise predictions one could
use, say, the model presented in [19]. Specifically, follow-
ing [13] we use
h
(mem)
ℓ,m (u) := h
(mem)
+ ℓ,m (u) + h
(mem)
× ℓ,m (u)
=
r
68π
Φ(ι)
∫ u
−∞
du′〈h˙2+ ℓ,m + h˙2× ℓ,m〉 ,(1)
where Φ(ι) := sin2 ι (17+ cos2 ι), u is retarded time, and
an overdot denotes differentiation with respect to u′. The
angle ι is the angle between the angular momentum vec-
tor of the binary and the line of sight between the binary
and the observer. To maximize the effect we use ι = π/2.
The averaging in the integrand is to be performed over
wavelengths. Following [13] we do not average twice, and
ignore the averaging over the frequencies. It was shown
in [21] that the memory effect depends only weakly on
the frequency averaging, and when the frequency averag-
ing is not done small amplitude oscillations at the orbital
period are superimposed on the memory. We ignore such
oscillations here given their smallness. We note that in
our kludge model we do not make the assumption of the
quadrupole approximation as is done in [13], and com-
pute the various ℓ,m modes. We only consider here posi-
tive azimuthal modes (m ≥ 0) because the negative coun-
terparts are calculable from the positive ones.
III. NUMERICAL APPROACH
We consider a fast spinning Kerr black hole of mass M
and spin angular momentum per unit mass a, and a com-
pact object of mass m. In the extreme mass ratio case,
µ := m/M ≪ 1, the system’s dynamics can be analyzed
using the point-particle black hole perturbation theory.
That is, the smaller compact object m is modeled as a
point particle with no internal structure, moving in the
spacetime of the larger black hole M . Gravitational ra-
diation is computed by evolving the perturbations of the
Teukolsky function Ψ which are generated by the mov-
ing particle, by solving the Teukolsky master equation
with particle-source, which is written in Boyer-Lindquist
3coordinates as [22]
−
[
(r2 + a2)2
∆
− a2 sin2 θ
]
∂ttΨ− 4Mar
∆
∂tφΨ
−2s
[
r − M(r
2 − a2)
∆
+ ia cos θ
]
∂tΨ
+∆−s∂r
(
∆s+1∂rΨ
)
+
1
sin θ
∂θ (sin θ∂θΨ) +[
1
sin2 θ
− a
2
∆
]
∂φφΨ+ 2s
[
a(r −M)
∆
+
i cos θ
sin2 θ
]
∂φΨ
− (s2 cot2 θ − s)Ψ = −4π (r2 + a2 cos2 θ)T , (2)
where ∆ = r2 − 2Mr + a2 and s is the “spin weight” of
the field. The s = −2 case for Ψ describes the radiative
degrees of freedom of the gravitational field, the Weyl
scalar ψ4, in the radiation zone, and is directly related to
the Weyl curvature scalar as Ψ = (r − ia cos θ)4ψ4. The
Weyl scalar ψ4 can then be integrated twice at future
null infinity I + to find the two polarization states h+
and h× of the transverse-traceless metric perturbations,
ψ4 ≈ 1
2
(
∂2h+
∂t2
− i ∂
2h×
∂t2
)
. (3)
The source term T in Eq. (2) for the smaller compact
object m is related to the energy-momentum tensor Tαβ
of a point particle,
Tαβ = m
uαuβ
Σ t˙ sin θ
δ[r − r(t)] δ[θ − θ(t)] δ[φ − φ(t)] ,
where Σ = r2 + a2 cos2 θ. Here, t˙ := dt/ dτ , where τ is
proper time, and uα is the compact object’s four-velocity.
The source term T is constructed by projecting Tαβ onto
the Kinnersley tetrad and operating on it with a certain
second-order differential operator. For details see [22].
Finding the Weyl curvature scalar ψ4 from the mo-
tion of m around a Kerr black hole involves a two-step
process. First, we compute the trajectory taken by the
point-particle, and then we use that trajectory to com-
pute the gravitational wave emission. For the first step,
the particle’s motion can simply be chosen to lie on a
geodesic for zoom-whirl orbits (see below in Section IV).
The geodesic orbit is justified by the very different time
scales of the compact object’s motion, specifically the
dynamical time scale being much shorter than the radi-
ation reaction time scale, and the integration time be-
ing only a few dynamical time scales. In particular, we
use the parameters (p/M, e) = (2.250 054 2, 0.96) unless
stated otherwise, with various values for a/M , where the
orbital parameters are p, the semilatus rectum and e,
the eccentricity. These are the same orbital parameters
used in [23]. For inspiral orbits, Section V, we consider
quasicircular orbits, i.e., orbits with vanishing eccentric-
ity e that would be circular in the absence of radiation
reaction, and use balance arguments for otherwise con-
served quantities to continuously adjust the orbit. For
the second step, we solve the inhomogeneous Teukolsky
equation in the time-domain while feeding the trajectory
information from the first step into the particle source-
term of the equation.
We solve the Teukolsky equation (2) numerically in
the time domain in a similar approach to that presented
in [22]. In particular, (i) we first rewrite the Teukol-
sky equation using compactified hyperboloidal coordi-
nates that allow us to extract the evolving fields directly
at I + while also solving the problem of artificial re-
flections from the outer boundary; (ii) we take advan-
tage of axisymmetry of the background Kerr space-time,
and separate the dependence on azimuthal coordinate,
thus obtaining a set of (2+1) dimensional partial dif-
ferential equations; (iii) we then rewrite these equations
into a first-order, hyperbolic system; and in the last
step (iv) we implement a two-step, second-order Lax-
Wendroff, time-explicit, finite-difference numerical evo-
lution scheme. The particle-source term on the right-
hand-side of the Teukolsky equation requires some spe-
cialized techniques for such a finite-difference numerical
implementation. Additional details can be found in [22]
and the references included therein. The entire second
step of the computation mentioned above is implemented
using OpenCL/CUDA-based GPGPU-computing which
allows for the possibility of performing very long dura-
tion and high-accuracy computations within a reasonable
time frame. Numerical errors in these computations are
typically on the scale of a small fraction of a percent [24].
This numerical approach was used in [23].
We present results for the waveforms and for the mem-
ory effect extracted at future null infinity I + and along
I + as functions of retarded time, which we denote by v.
In order to show the connection of the waves at I + with
the various parts of the orbit of the compact object, we
parametrize the latter with retarded time v using outgo-
ing geometrical null rays. Specifically, we present below
figures with the radial and angular Boyer-Lindquest coor-
dinates r, ϕ respectively, as functions of v along the com-
pact object’s orbit, instead of parametrizing the parts of
the orbit with the compact object’s coordinate time t or
proper time τ to avoid retardation effects.
IV. ZOOM-WHIRL ORBITS
A. Quadrupole mode
1. Relative importance of the two polarization states
We take the parameters of the zoom-whirl equatorial
orbit to be (p/M, e) = (2.250 054 2, 0.96) throughout, un-
less stated otherwise, where M is the central black hole’s
mass, p is the semilatus rectum and e the eccentricity
of the orbit. Here, we take a/M = 0.999 9. We first
consider the quadrupole, ℓ,m = 2, 2 mode.
We consider the question of the relative importance of
the two polarization states in Fig. 1. The lower panel
(b) shows the memory effect h
(mem)
+,× 2,2 as a function of re-
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Figure 1: The memory effect for both the + and the × po-
larization states for zoom-whirl orbit for the ℓ,m = 2, 0 and
for the quadrupole mode (ℓ,m = 2, 2). Upper panel (a): The
ℓ,m = 2, 0 mode. Notice that the magnitude of the × polar-
ization is multiplied by 5 × 1011 to show detail on the same
scale. The inset zooms into the transitional part of the curve
for the + polarization. Lower panel (b): The quadrupole
mode (ℓ,m = 2, 2). Notice that on the scale of this figure the
+ and × polarizations are indistinguishable.
tarded time at the detector. The two polarization states
of the memory effect are indistinguishable on the scale of
this figure. The + and × polarization states contribute
comparably to the total effect. We note that it is possible
to make a gauge choice when only the quadrupole mode
is considered such that the memory from the × polar-
ization state vanishes [19]. We do not make this gauge
choice here in order to compare the relative contributions
of different modes in our approach.
2. Structure of the memory signal
We consider the same orbit in greater detail in Fig. 2,
which shows the shape of the orbit (Fig. 2a), and the ra-
dial coordinate r (Fig. 2b), the memory effect (Fig. 2c),
and the oscillatory parent waveform (Fig. 2d), as func-
tions of retarded time v.
The rapid increase in h
(mem)
+ 2,2 occurs during the whirl
phase of the orbit. The exit from the whirl phase is
accompanied with a greater increase in the memory effect
than the entry into the whirl phase, because there are
greater excitations of the black hole when the compact
object is in the strong field. These excitations are seen
in the waveform (Fig. 2d). This asymmetry of the in and
out parts of the zoom motion is another aspect of the
asymmetry between them, that was noted in [25] (see
also [23]).
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Figure 2: Zoom-whirl orbit for the quadrupole mode (ℓ,m =
2, 2). Panel (a): The inner part of the orbit in the x − y
plane. Panel (b): The coordinate r as a function of retarded
time v. Panel (c): The memory effect for the + polarization
state. Panel (d): The waveform. Panels (c) and (d) show the
corresponding quantities for the same range of retarded time
v. Panels (a) and (b) show a smaller range in v to focus on
the transition to and from the whirls.
3. Effect of the central black hole’s spin
The effect of the spin of the central black hole is shown
in Fig. 3, which shows the memory effect h
(mem)
+ 2,2 as a
function of retarded time v for a number of orbits that
differ only in the value of a/M , but have the same or-
bital parameters p/M, e. The memory effect increases
with the value of a/M . Specifically, we show the cases of
a/M = 0.999, 0.999 5, 0.999 9, 0.999 95 and 0.999 99. The
difference between the orbits is shown in the insets, which
display the angular coordinate ϕ and the radial coordi-
nate r as functions of retarded time v in panels Fig. 3a
and Fig. 3b, respectively. The small difference in ϕ which
cannot be seen on the scale of Fig. 3b is manifested in
the larger periapsis precession that is seen in Fig. 3c.
4. Effect of the number of whirls
In Fig. 4 we show the effect of changing the number of
whirls while keeping the overall orbit otherwise similar.
Specifically, we make a small change in the semilatus rec-
tum p, and compare three orbits with small differences
in the semilatera recta ∆(p/M) = ±1× 10−7.
In all cases the rate at which the memory signal rises
during the whirl part of the orbit is the same, as is seen
by the indistinguishable slope in the inset in Fig. 4b.
Notice that also the small amplitude oscillations are nor
resolvable on the scale of the figure. Despite the indistin-
guishable slopes, the memory gain is substantially higher
the smaller the semilatus rectum p. When p/M is smaller
the compact object executes more whirls, and although
the increase in the memory effect per whirl differs by only
5Figure 3: The memory effect h
(mem)
+ 2,2 as a function of re-
tarded time v for a set of a/M values. Bold solid curve:
a/M = 0.999 99, dashed curve: a/M = 0.999 95, dash-dotted
curve: a/M = 0.999 9, dotted curve: a/M = 0.999 5, and thin
solid curve: a/M = 0.999. The insets show (a) the angular
coordinate ϕ and (b) the radial coordinate r as functions of
v, and (c) the orbital shape in the x− y plane, for the cases
a/M = 0.999 9, 0.999 95, and 0.999 99.
little, the greater time spent in the whirl phase translates
to a larger gain in the memory effect.
5. The staircase effect
The behavior of the memory in Figs. 3 and 4 is the
staircase effect typical for zoom-whirl orbits: during the
whirl phase of the orbital motion (and shortly afterwards)
there is a sharp increase in the memory effect. When the
smaller member of the system is close to apoapsis there is
little contribution to the memory effect, and in the plot
of the memory as a function of (retarded) time the former
appears nearly flat. We can control the parameters of the
staircase function: the longer the motion outside of the
whirls the longer the nearly-flat portion of the steps, and
the greater the number of whirls the higher the rise in be-
tween steps. Since the memory effect is non-decreasing,
during the next periapsis passage the increase pattern
of the memory repeats, which gives rise to the staircase
structure.
6. The LISA characteristic strain
We next consider the characteristic strain of the mem-
ory effect for LISA. The short rise time implies that the
memory effect could be within the frequency range for
LISA. We constructed the characteristic strain using the
method described in [26]. We show in Fig. 5 the char-
acteristic strain for a zoom whirl orbit shown in Fig. 3
with central black hole of mass M = 1 × 107M⊙ and
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Figure 4: The waveforms [upper panel (a)] and memory effect
[lower panel (b)] for the + polarization state of the quadrupole
mode (ℓ,m = 2, 2) for three zoom-whirl orbits with different
semilatera recta. We show results for p1/M = 2.250 054 1,
p2/M = 2.250 054 2, and p3/M = 2.250 054 3 for a/M =
0.995. Upper panel (a): The waveforms h+ 2,2. The inset
shows part of the whirl part of the waveform. On the scale
of this figure, the three waveforms cannot be distinguished.
Lower panel (b): The memory effect h
(mem)
+ 2,2 . The inset fo-
cuses on a portion of the memory signal with rapid rise. On
the scale of this figure the three cases are indistinguishable.
a/M = 0.999 99 at luminosity distance of 100Mpc. The
compact member has mass m = 1 × 102M⊙, such that
the mass ratio µ = m/M = 10−5.
We also show in Fig. 5 the strain for the memory ef-
fect after one, ten, a hundred, and a thousand steps of
the staircase, which correspond to the respective number
of periapsis passages. The evolution of very long signals
is prohibitively expensive computationally. However, the
memory signal as a function of (retarded) time has a
very simple staircase structure. We can therefore ap-
proximate the memory of a very long signal by creating a
mock memory, which is an extrapolation of the computed
memory of a much shorter signal. Our mock memory re-
tains the rise time and step duration of the computed
signal, and extrapolates it to arbitrary durations. Here,
we extrapolated the mock memory to N = 1, 000 periap-
sis passages. The inset in Fig. 5 displays the computed
and the mock memory signals, which on the scale of the
figure cannot be distinguished. The weak dependence of
the memory’s characteristic strain on the frequency is a
manifestation of the finite rise time of the memory signal.
We estimate the characteristic strain of the staircase
memory signal by modeling the latter as a sum over Heav-
iside step functions in the short rise time model in Ap-
pendix A. In such a model we expect our estimate to be
a good approximation in the low frequency approxima-
tion, and become inaccurate at high frequencies, because
the rise time is made artificially to vanish. In the low fre-
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Figure 5: The characteristic strain as a function of frequency
for the + polarized quadrupole mode (ℓ,m = 2, 2) for a zoom-
whirl orbit at luminosity distance r = 100Mpc for a central
black hole of mass M = 107 M⊙, spin a/M = 0.999 99, and
mass ratio µ = 10−5. Shown also the characteristic strains for
the memory effect with N = 1, 10, 100, and 1, 000 steps. The
bold curve is the LISA sensitivity curve, obtained from [26,
27]. The inset shows the same computed step memory as a
function of (retarded) time as in Fig. 3, and the mock memory
signal used to extrapolate the memory effect to high N values.
Spikes that appear in the memory strain for high N values
result from numerical noise associated with the construction
of the mock memory.
quency approximation we find the power spectral density
Sh(f) to be proportional toN
2/f2, and the characteristic
strain to be proportional to N . Because of the hereditary
effect the characteristic strain increases linearly with the
number of steps N . Figure 5 corroborates this expecta-
tion, and also shows weak dependence of the memory’s
characteristic strain on the frequency at higher frequen-
cies, in accord with our expectation.
However, the strain of the oscillatory parent gravita-
tional wave is affected only little with the increase in
integration time, because the time scale for changes in
the parent gravitational waves, the radiation reaction
time scale, is much longer than the dynamical time scale
for the zoom-whirl orbits. Therefore, the memory effect
strain grows in magnitude relative to the strain of the os-
cillatory parent signal, and with sufficiently many steps
will enter the good sensitivity band of LISA. For the or-
bit studied in Fig. 5, after N = 1, 000 periapsis passages
the memory’s characteristic strain becomes comparable
to the strain of the oscillatory parent gravitational wave.
Appropriate data analysis methods for LISA may be able
to detect a strong enough memory signal from extreme
mass ratio binaries. The characteristic strain of the mem-
ory effect is nearly flat with the frequency f , as is shown
by the near constancy of the memory curves in Fig. 5.
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Figure 6: The characteristic strain as a function of frequency
for the + polarized quadrupole mode (ℓ,m = 2, 2) for a zoom-
whirl orbit at luminosity distance r = 100Mpc for a central
black hole of mass M = 105 M⊙, spin a/M = 0.999 99, and
mass ratio µ = 10−5. Shown also the characteristic strain for
the memory effect with N = 1, 000 steps. The bold curve is
the LISA sensitivity curve, obtained from [26, 27].
7. Orphan Memory
When the oscillatory parent gravitational wave is out-
side the good sensitivity band for LISA, the memory sig-
nal could still be detectable [17]. This kind of memory
signal is known as orphan memory. Because of the nearly
flat characteristic strain of the gravitational wave mem-
ory signal we can decrease the mass M in order to shift
the frequency range of the oscillatory parent signal out-
side of the LISA band. Specifically, in Fig. 6 we plot the
parent and memory characteristic strains as functions of
the frequency for the case of a central black hole of mass
M = 105M⊙ and spin a/M = 0.999 99, and a compact
companion of mass m = 1M⊙ for the same orbital pa-
rameters and luminosity distance as in Fig. 5.
B. The ℓ,m = 2, 0 mode
The ℓ,m = 2, 0 mode is special, in the sense that
the staircase shape has more structure. This additional
structure is shown in Fig. 1a, which shows the two po-
larization states h
(mem)
+,× 2,0 as functions of retarded time v.
Each rise in a step is split into two rises and a nearly-
flat section. In addition, the × polarization state is sup-
pressed relative to the + polarization state, and the mem-
ory effect is dominated by the latter.
Figure 7 shows the same + polarization state, h
(mem)
+ 2,0
as Fig. 1a together with the oscillatory parent waveform
h+ 2,0 and the radial coordinate r as a function of re-
tarded time v. The structure of each rise in the memory
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Figure 7: The ℓ,m = 2, 0 mode for the + polarization state as
a function of retarded time v. Panel (a): the memory effect
as a function of v. Panel (b) The waveform. Panel (c): The
zoom-whirl orbit r as a function of v.
effect is associated with the whirl phase of the motion.
Specifically, the ℓ,m = 2, 0 does not emit oscillatory par-
ent gravitational waves in the whirl phase of the motion,
and therefore also does not contribute to the memory ef-
fect. Contributions to the memory effects are made only
in the approach towards and from the whirl phase, as is
shown in the inset in Fig. 1a.
C. Comparing the magnitude of different modes
The relative contributions to the memory effect for var-
ious ℓ,m modes is shown in Fig. 8, which displays h
(mem)
+ ℓ,m
for various groupings of modes: Fig. 8a shows the h
(mem)
+ 2,m
modes, Fig. 8b shows the h
(mem)
+ ℓ,2 modes, Fig. 8c shows
the h
(mem)
+ m,m modes, and Fig. 8a shows the h
(mem)
+ 4,m modes.
The m,m modes have the greatest contribution to the
memory effect compared with the ℓ 6= m,m or them,n 6=
m modes. Figure 8 suggest that in order to get a good
approximation of the memory effect it may be enough to
sum over the m,m modes, as no other mode contributes
more than 10% of the contribution of the m,m modes.
For a more accurate calculation one would need to also
include other modes to find the total effect.
V. EXTREME MASS RATIO INSPIRALS
The structure of the memory signal is different for ex-
treme mass ratio inspirals than for the zoom-whirl orbits
we discussed above. We consider next equatorial inspi-
rals for fast rotating Kerr black holes, for the prograde
a/M values of 0.99 and 0.8, and for the retrograde value
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Figure 8: The (logarithms of the) memory effect for the +
polarization state of various ℓ,m modes. Panel (a): The 2,m
modes. Panel (b): The ℓ, 2 modes. Panel (c): The m,m
modes. Panel (d): The 4,m modes. We show the loga-
rithms of the memory because of the many orders of mag-
nitude spanned by the various modes. Here, a/M = 0.999 9.
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Figure 9: The memory effect h
(mem)
+,× ℓ,m for the inspiral orbits
as a function of retarded time v. Upper panel (a): The case
of a/M = 0.8. Lower panel (b): The cases a/M = 0.99 and
a/M = −0.99 (inset). Shown are both polarization states for
the ℓ,m = 2, 2 and 3, 3 mode. On this scale of the figure
the two polarization states cannot be resolved. The initial
separations for the three cases are as follows. a/M = 0.99:
r0/M = 5.025677, a/M = 0.8: r0/M = 5.5198260, and
a/M = −0.99: r0/M = 10.173589, and the eccentricity e = 0.
of −0.99. We show in Fig. 9 the memory h(mem)+,× ℓ,m for the
three values of a/M for the ℓ,m = 2, 2 and 3, 3 modes.
For these inspiral orbits we no longer see the staircase
structure of the memory, but the gradual increase during
the inspiral of the orbit, ending in a nearly flat maximum
following merger.
The larger the spin a/M the greater the rise in
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Figure 10: The characteristic strain (solid curves) as a func-
tion of frequency for the + polarized quadrupole mode (ℓ,m =
2, 2) and for the ℓ,m = 3, 3 mode (inset) for inspiral orbits at
luminosity distance r = 100Mpc for a central black hole of
mass M = 107 M⊙ and mass ratio µ = 10
−5. The spin values
are a/M = 0.99, 0.8, and −0.99. Shown also are the corre-
sponding characteristic strains for the memory effect (dashed
curves). The bold curve is the LISA sensitivity curve, ob-
tained from [26, 27].
h
(mem)
+,× ℓ,m. This effect can be explained by the longer evo-
lution and larger number of cycles executed because the
innermost stable circular orbit is closer to the black hole’s
event horizon the larger a/M [28]. In the retrograde case
the innermost stable circular orbit is farther out, which
explains the smaller number of cycles and therefore the
smaller accumulation of the memory effect.
Despite the different memory signals, the characteris-
tic strains behave similarly in the two cases, and is only
very weakly dependent on the frequency f for both the
ℓ,m = 2, 2 and 3, 3 modes, as is shown in Fig. 10. Unlike
the zoom whirl case, for inspirals the memory signal is
below the LISA sensitivity curve, and consequently the
chances of detection are strongly restricted. Figure 10
suggests that it could be easier to detect the memory ef-
fect from extreme mass ratio inspirals for higher prograde
spin systems than from lower prograde or retrograde spin
systems.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The memory effect from zoom-whirl orbits of extreme
mass ratio systems is intriguing from the observational
point of view because it increases linearly in magnitude
with the periapsis passages, whereas the oscillatory par-
ent wave does not. Therefore, its chances of detection in-
crease with observation time, but appropriate data anal-
ysis methods would need to be developed. That is not
the case for inspiral memory, where we no longer have
the advantage of the staircase structure of the memory
signal. We find that with sufficiently many periapsis pas-
sages the memory signal may enter the good sensitivity
band of LISA.
Our numerical experiments show sensitivity of the
memory effect to the systems orbital parameters. Accu-
rate measurement of the memory effect could therefore
potentially be used for precision parameter estimation.
This dependence of the memory effect on the parameters
of the system is limited to the magnitude of the effect,
but not to its accumulation rate. The latter depends on
the whirl parameters.
In Fig. 5 we used favorable parameters: The sources
were taken at a relatively short distance (100 Mpc), the
spin a/M was taken to be large, the mass of the central
black hole was taken to be high (107M⊙), and the mass
ratio was taken to be small (µ = 10−5) so that the mem-
ory effect would appear significant with just a thousand
periapsis passages. For many systems the parameters
would not be as favorable. However, when more periap-
sis passages are considered, the memory effect could still
be observable with appropriate search and data analysis
techniques.
We present results for equatorial orbits that are aligned
such the memory effect is maximized (ι = π/2). When
generic, non-equatorial orbits are considered, the incli-
nation factor Φ(ι) would suppress the memory effect ac-
cordingly during parts of the orbit, and would create –
in conjunction with the more intricate parent waveform –
a more detailed memory curve than the simple staircase
structure we show here.
In all the cases we considered we found that the char-
acteristic strain for the memory signal is only weakly de-
pendent on the frequency. This property of the gravita-
tional wave memory effect may have observational con-
sequences. It is conceivable that with a sufficiently large
number of periapsis passages the low frequency part of
the memory signal could be detected by a pulsar tim-
ing array, and ever that the memory of a LISA signal
would be detectable by a pulsar timing array. It is like-
wise conceivable that the memory of a wave detected by
a terrestrial detector could be detectable by LISA.
We presented separately the results for each ℓ,m har-
monic mode. To obtain the total memory effect one
should sum up over all such modes.
We used a simple kludge approximation to calculate
the memory effect, which is based on the approach of [13].
More accurate approximation methods, such as those dis-
cussed in Section II and specifically the method of [19],
could estimate the actual memory effect more accurately,
but we expect that the major conclusions here would not
be affected by such a more robust approach.
The memory effect increases with the spin of the cen-
tral black hole, which would make their memory effect
more detectable. Therefore, if existing, nearly extreme
black holes could have an additional observational signa-
ture [23, 29, 30], that would be biased in search results.
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Appendix A: Estimating the characteristic strain for
a staircase signal
We estimate the expected amplitude spectral density
in the short rise time limit. Specifically, we model the
memory signal to be of the general form
h(mem) ≈
N−1∑
k=0
δhk Θ(v − kT ) , (A1)
where Θ(v − vk) = 1 for v > vk and 0 otherwise is
the Heaviside step function, and δhk is the rise of each
step. Here, T is the duration of the flat part of the
step. Since the orbital evolution is on a much longer
time scale than the dynamical time scale for each step,
we take δhk ≈ δh to be independent of k, such that
h(mem) ≈ δh ∑N−1k=0 H(v − kT ).
Because of the linearity of the Fourier transform,
Fv[
∑N−1
k=1 Θ(v−kT )](f) =
∑N−1
k=1 Fv[Θ(v−kT )](f). Re-
call that Fv[Θ(v − kT )](f) = e−kfT2πif (for f 6= 0). There-
fore, the amplitude spectral density
A(f) = Fv
[
h(mem)(v)
]
(f) ≈ δh
2πif
N−1∑
k=0
e−ikfT
=
δh
2πif
1− e−iNfT
1− e−ifT . (A2)
The power spectral density is
Sh(f) =
|A(f)|2
2T =
( δh)2
8π2f2T
sin2
(
NfT
2
)
sin2
(
fT
2
) , (A3)
where T is the observation time. We point out in passing
the similarity between our calculation and the Fraunhofer
diffraction of a diffraction grating. In the low frequency
approximation, f ≪ 2/T , we find
Sh(f) ∼ N
2 (δh)2
8π2f2T . (A4)
The characteristic strain is then
heff(f) =
4
√
2√
5
f T 1/2 S1/2h (f)
∼ 2N√
5π
( δh) . (A5)
To estimate the approximations we made, we take
M = 107M⊙, µ = 10
−5, a/M = 0.999 99, at luminos-
ity distance r = 100Mpc. We read off δh ∼ 10µ2M/r
from Fig. 3 for the zoom-whirl orbit therein. For just one
step, N = 1, we find heff(f)|N=1 ≈ 4 × 10−24, while for
a thousand steps, N = 1, 000 we find heff(f)|N=1,000 ≈
4× 10−21, close to the results shown in Fig. 3.
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